Auditory signals have been shown to exert a marked influence on visual perception in a wide range of tasks. However, the mechanisms of these interactions are, at present, poorly understood. Here we present a series of experiments where a temporal cue within the auditory domain can significantly affect the localisation of a moving visual target. To investigate the mechanism of this interaction, we first modulated the spatial positional uncertainty of the visual target by varying its size. When visual positional uncertainty was low (small target size), auditory signals had little or no influence on perceived visual location. However, with increasing visual uncertainty (larger target sizes), auditory signals exerted a significantly greater influence on perceived visual location. We then altered the temporal profile of the auditory signal by modulating the spread of its Gaussian temporal envelope. Introducing this temporal uncertainty to the auditory signal greatly reduced its effect on visual localisation judgements. These findings support the view that the relative uncertainty in individual sensory domains governs the perceptual outcome of multisensory integration.
Introduction
The question of how humans integrate sensory information arising from an external multisensory event is currently the focus of intense scientific debate. Examples of interaction between different forms of sensory information, at a number of different neural scales, are ubiquitous in the scientific literature. A classic behavioural study often cited is the McGurk effect (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976) where the perceptual output, derived from visual and auditory information, is the product of a unique combination of the two, in which both vie for perceptual dominance. This effect is often cited as evidence of visual biasing of auditory processing. However, there now exist numerous examples of auditory signals exerting a marked influence on many aspects of visual processing, ranging from phenomenological observations (Shams, Kamitani, & Shimojo, 2000) to the interpretation of visual motion (Meyer & Wuerger, 2001; Sekuler, Sekuler, & Lau, 1997) .
Human examples of audio-visual interactions across external space have, thus far, taken the form of visual capture of auditory location or ''ventriloquism''-where perceived auditory location is biased toward a temporally synchronous visual cue (Bertelson & Radeau, 1981; Hairston et al., 2003; Howard & Templeton, 1966; Slutsky & Recanzone, 2001) . Conversely, if judgements are made in the temporal domain, where auditory thresholds are low relative to their visual counterparts, the perceptual output is dominated by auditory information (Morein-Zamir, Soto-Faraco, & Kingstone, 2003; Recanzone, 2003; Shipley, 1964; Walker & Scott, 1981) . Given the relatively poor spatial localisation capability of the auditory system, it is perhaps not surprising that any integrated multisensory percept favours the more accurate system (Welch & Warren, 1980 different spatial locations. However, the inherent spatial uncertainty associated with auditory processing, relative to visual, means that the visual stimulus usually assumes dominance in multisensory localisation. In order to fully examine the extent of potential auditory influences on perceived visual position, it is necessary to employ a task which generates different levels of relative sensory uncertainty in the visual domain. Recent studies suggest the role of auditory spatial signals in cross-modal spatial localisation depends on the spatial reliability of the visual signal (Alais & Burr, 2004; Battaglia, Jacobs, & Aslin, 2003) . In the present study we re-visit this issue and ask the question: if an auditory signal is to influence perceived visual position, is it necessary for the auditory signal to have a spatial component? Can the temporal characteristics of an auditory signal influence the perceived location of a moving visual target?
Here we utilised a task evoking a commonly occurring multisensory event: a moving object striking a surface and ''bouncing'' (Fig. 1) . In this example, both auditory and visual signals provide information, which may or may not be relevant in localising the spatial coordinates of the bounce position. The auditory cue can be delivered in the temporal domain (i.e. at a specific temporal location relative to the bounce position), whilst the visual judgement is made in the spatial domain (i.e. locating the bounce position). If cues from both modalities are temporally synchronous, the nervous system has been shown to categorise the cues as emanating from the same external event at both neural (Meredith, Nemitz, & Stein, 1987) and behavioural (Bertelson & Radeau, 1981; Sekuler et al., 1997; Slutsky & Recanzone, 2001; Watanabe & Shimojo, 2001 ) levels. Indeed, this multisensory ''binding'' has been demonstrated in the presence of small levels of temporal disparity between auditory and visual signals (McDonald, Teder-Salejarvi, & Ward, 2001; Meredith et al., 1987) hence the so called ''multisensory temporal integration window''. If the nervous system binds auditory and visual information-despite physical asynchrony between the two-then introducing a salient sound prior to the true bounce position may bias the perceived bounce position. Should this illusory percept be dependent on the multisensory temporal integration window then systematically modulating this asynchrony should influence the ability of auditory signals to bias judgements of perceived position.
Within such a temporal integration window, there still remains the question of how the nervous system allocates perceptual weight to the various modalities contributing to the unified percept. A recent study has proposed a weighting model for visuo-haptic interactions where visual dominance occurs when the variance associated with the visual cue is lower than that associated with the haptic cue (Ernst & Banks, 2002) . In the present study we adopt a similar approach, but rather than limiting uncertainty modulation to one modality, we co-vary the relative uncertainty of visual and auditory information available to observers. If sensory uncertainty is the critical factor in multisensory integration, then modulating the relative levels of uncertainty between auditory and visual domains should characterise any observed effects. Fig. 1 . Panel (a) shows the central Gaussian blob start position. In this particular example the direction of motion is from left to right. As the central Gaussian blob approaches the static references, an auditory stimulus is introduced at a specific temporal location along the motion path of the blob (Panel (b)). The central moving blob reverses its direction of motion, or ''bounces''. Panel (c) depicts the condition where bounce position is in physical alignment with the static reference elements. The temporal asynchrony between bounce position and sound onset can be zero (coincident bounce and sound) or À20, À40, À80 or À160 ms prior to bounce position. After bouncing, the central Gaussian blob then travels back toward its original start position (Panel (d)). The subjectÕs task is to report whether the bounce position occurred to the left or right of the static reference elements.
Materials and methods

Stimuli
The visual stimuli consisted of three identical luminance-defined Gaussian blobs, whose mathematical description is given by
where L mean is the mean luminance of the background, A is the luminance amplitude and r v is the standard deviation of the Gaussian envelope. r v could be varied, and ranged from 0.05°to 0.8°in two octave steps. The radial distance from the centre of the Gaussian is denoted by d. The contrast of all stimuli was fixed at 90% Weber contrast. Visual stimuli were generated using the macro capabilities of the public domain software ÔNIH Image 1.61 ppcÕ (developed at the US National Institutes of Health and available from the Internet by anonymous FTP from zippy.nimh.nih.gov or on floppy disc from the National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Virginia, part number PB95-500195GEI). Stimuli were presented on a 21 00 . ForMac colour monitor at a mean luminance of 51 cd m À2 and a frame rate of 75 Hz. The non-linear luminance response of the display was linearised using the inverse function of the luminance response as measured with a Minolta CS-100 photometer. The host computer was a Power Macintosh G4. Viewing distance was 43 cm.
The auditory stimuli consisted of Gaussian-windowed broadband white noise bursts. The mathematical description of the temporal window of these stimuli is given by
where A is the auditory amplitude (sound pressure level (SPL) at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz), and r A is the standard deviation of the Gaussian envelope and is here adopted as a measure of temporal duration (ms). In keeping with the visual stimuli, the value of r A could be varied, and was either 2.33 ms-very brief ÔclickÕ sound-or 74.56 ms-a longer ÔswooshÕ sound-a five octave increase in duration. The temporal duration relative to the peak of the Gaussian envelope is denoted by t. Auditory stimuli were generated using customised software, stored as Apple alert sounds and called from within ÔNIH Image 1.61 ppcÕ. This procedure ensured that the auditory stimulus did not interfere with the visual animation sequence. Levels of audio-visual asynchrony were calibrated via simultaneous storage of both signals on a digital oscilloscope. All stimuli were delivered binaurally at equal intensity (70 dB peak SPL) via Sennheiser HD650 linear headphones. Auditory stimuli were measured using a CEL 383 integrating impulse sound level meter.
Procedures
Visual stimuli were presented in a three-blob Vernier alignment arrangement (see Fig. 1 ). The centre-to-centre vertical separation of the blobs was a fixed factor of the standard deviation of the Gaussian window (separation was 3.5 · r v ). Therefore, separation was proportional to target size, and was fixed within a region where target size is known to limit positional thresholds (Toet, van Eekhout, Simons, & Koenderink, 1987; Whitaker, Bradley, Barrett, & McGraw, 2002) . While the subject maintained fixation midway between the two stationary outer reference blobs, the visual target (central blob) was made to translate laterally across the screen, at a fixed velocity of 8.81 deg/s. The start position of the target was randomised, as was its direction of translation (i.e. it could travel either left to right or right to left). Upon reaching one of seven possible locations centred around the point of physical alignment, the central moving target ''bounced'' and travelled back along its original path, towards its start position (see Fig. 1a-d ). An auditory stimulus was introduced either temporally coincident with the ''bounce'' position of the visual target (audio-visual synchronous condition), or 20, 40, 80 or 160 ms prior to the occurrence of the bounce (audiovisual asynchronous conditions). In the present study the asynchronous conditions all deliver the auditory cue prior to the bounce occurrence.
The seven bounce positions and five levels of temporal asynchrony were randomly interleaved within a method of constant stimuli. The subjectÕs task was to report whether the bounce position of the central element occurred before or after reaching the point of perceived alignment with the stationary reference elements. Subjects were instructed to base their judgements solely on the perceived bounce position, and ignore all other cues.
The resulting psychometric functions for each audiovisual temporal asynchrony were fitted with a logistic function of the form
where l is the offset corresponding to the 50% level on the psychometric function (point of subjective equality-PSE) and h provides an estimate of alignment threshold (half the offset between the 27% and 73% response levels on the psychometric function approximately). Each blob size was run separately in conjunction with one of the two auditory stimuli: either a brief ''click'' or a longer ''swoosh'' sound, as described above. The responses to the first 10 trials in each run served as a practice period and were not included in the analysis. Data were collected in blocks of 350 presentations (7 bounce positions · 5 auditory temporal locations · 10 repetitions) at each sitting. For each condition, four blocks were added together giving a total of 1400 presentations. This procedure was repeated for each value of r v and r A . The presentation order of individual blocks was randomised (i.e. for any given block of trials, subjects were equally likely to be presented with any possible combination of r v and r A ).
In an additional experiment we established thresholds for an audio-visual temporal order judgement where subjects estimated the temporal location of an auditory stimulus relative to a visual event-the sudden appearance of a 1.5°diameter circular white disc. We compare thresholds under two conditions: one of small (r A = 2.33 ms), and one of large (r A = 74.56 ms) auditory temporal spread. Auditory stimuli were generated and presented in a manner identical to that described above. The onset of the auditory stimulus was timed so as to ensure the peak of the Gaussian envelope was coincident with one of seven temporal locations: À150, À100, À50, 0, 50, 100 and 150 ms. Positive values refer to sounds delivered after the abrupt appearance of the disc, with negative values referring to sound before. The seven temporal locations were randomly presented within a method of constant stimuli. The subjectÕs task was to report which came first, the sound (either ''click''or ''swoosh'') or visual stimulus (disc appearance). Subjects responded via the keyboard, which extinguished the visual stimulus and initiated the next trial. The resulting psychometric functions were analysed as described above.
Subjects
Two of the authors and two naïve subjects participated in the experiments. Subjects had normal visual and auditory function. baseline-in order to serve as a comparison with audiovisual conditions. Fig. 2a and b present data for authors JH and DW, whilst 2c and d present data for two naïve observers (MB and JD). The resultant data confirm that positional thresholds do indeed vary systematically with blob size. Specifically, the lowest thresholds are obtained for the smallest blob size (r v = 0.05°) and increase significantly with each two octave increase in blob size. These data are consistent with previous reports (Toet et al., 1987; Whitaker et al., 2002) . Fig. 3 shows cross-modal data for the four observers, where the perceived spatial location of the bounce position is plotted as a function of audio-visual temporal asynchrony. Increasing negative values of audio-visual asynchrony represent an increasing temporal lead of auditory stimuli (sound onset prior to visual bounce). In all plots the temporal characteristic of the auditory stimulus is held constant (r A = 2.33 ms). Data are shown for three different blob sizes-r v = 0.05°(circles), 0.20°(squares) or 0.80°(triangles). In all panels, the ordinate value represents the perceived bounce position relative to the corresponding visual baseline (perceived bounce position in the absence of auditory stimuli). This highlights the audio-visual interaction effect and facilitates comparison across observers. Thus, an absence of audio-visual interaction results in data points at, or close to, 0 on the ordinate. More positive values on the ordinate represent perceived bounce positions which are closer to that signalled by the auditory stimulus.
Results
Modulating visual uncertainty
For all subjects, the data show that for the audio-visual synchronous condition (an audio onset asynchrony of 0) there is little or no shift in perceived bounce position. For the smallest blob size (r v = 0.05°) perceived bounce position remains relatively constant despite varying levels of audio onset asynchrony (circles in Fig. 3a-d) . However, as blob size increases, the auditory signal begins to exert an influence on perceived bounce position (squares and triangles). For example, Fig. 3a-d shows that for all observers maximal auditory influence is evident at asynchronies between À40 and À80 ms. Further increases in audio onset asynchrony beyond this value result in a diminished effect, with estimates of bounce position returning toward their visual baseline values. The relationship between audio onset asynchrony and perceived bounce position allows quantification of the temporal tolerance for audio-visual integration. Within this temporal integration window, auditory signals cause observers to report the bounce position earlier than its physical occurrence. In other words, the perceived bounce position is pulled towards the location occupied by the visual stimulus at the time of the auditory event. This is reflected as a positive shift in perceived bounce position, as shown in Fig. 3a-d . At the intermediate blob size (r v = 0.20°, squares), the maximal shift in perceived bounce position is greatest for the naïve observers (MB and JD). As blob size is further increased (r v = 0.80°, triangles) the influence of auditory signals on perceived bounce position becomes greater. Whilst the effects are greater for the largest blob size, they either plateau or dissipate with increasing levels of audio onset asynchrony. Fig. 4a-c shows results from the audio-visual temporal order judgement task-where observers were asked to report the temporal location of an auditory relative to a visual event. Although the four observers show differing absolute level of performance, all show that the ability to temporally localise the sound relative to a visual event is dependent on the temporal duration of the auditory stimulus. Increasing r A from 2.33 to 74.56 ms induces an approximately twofold increase in threshold.
Modulating auditory uncertainty
We now ask the reverse question to the one posed earlier: Does modulating the temporal uncertainty of the auditory stimulus influence the extent of audiovisual interaction? We adopt a similar approach to that of the first experiment, but here we increase the temporal duration of the auditory envelope as a means of manipulating its temporal uncertainty.
In the first experiment, the maximal auditory influence was found for the largest blob size (r v = 0.80°) in conjunction with a brief (r A = 2.33 ms) auditory signal. We now examine how this effect changes when the duration of the auditory temporal envelope is increased to r A = 74.56 ms, whilst maintaining a fixed level of visual uncertainty (r v = 0.80°). 
Discussion
The results of the first experiment show that when blob size is small, and therefore visual positional accuracy is high, the introduction of auditory signals have little or no influence on visual judgements of position, irrespective of audio-visual asynchrony. This indicates that when one modality, in this instance vision, operates under conditions of high certainty, the perceptual output is relatively impervious to information from alternative sources. However, as visual positional uncertainty increases, via increases in blob size, the perceived bounce position becomes vulnerable to auditory influence. Specifically, the central blob is perceived to have bounced before it reaches its physical bounce position, presumably pulled by auditory signals delivered prior to the actual blob bounce. Clearly, as visual uncertainty increases, the extent of auditory influence grows correspondingly. Our final experiment revealed an analogous effect, in that for a fixed level of visual uncertainty, modulating auditory uncertainty also determines the extent of multisensory interaction.
These effects are in qualitative agreement with the findings of recent studies examining the integration of information derived from vision and touch (Ernst & Banks, 2002) and vision and audition (Alais & Burr, 2004; Battaglia et al., 2003) . These studies manipulated the reliability of the visual signal, with the result that observers based their spatial judgements more upon the signal defined by touch (Ernst & Banks, 2002) or audition (Alais & Burr, 2004; Battaglia et al., 2003) . In all three studies, human psychophysical data were compared to the performance of an ''ideal'' human observer seeking to arrive at a maximum-likelihood estimate derived from multiple estimates of an external physical property. This is thought to be achieved by a linear combination of multiple estimates (either within or between modalities) whose perceptual weight is proportional to the inverse of their variance (Clark & Yuille, 1990 ). Whilst this model closely predicted multisensory interactions for both Ernst and Banks (2002) and Alais and Burr (2004) , Battaglia et al. (2003) found a residual dominance of vision over audition for spatial judgements.
The present study, together with those discussed above, highlights the key role of sensory uncertainty in determining the perceptual weight allocated to respective cues during multisensory integration. With regard to audio-visual positional interactions, our findings demonstrate an auditory influence on perceived visual position when the auditory cue contains only temporal (as opposed to spatial) information. Furthermore, covarying uncertainty in both visual and auditory domains demonstrates how the nervous system can either abolish (Fig. 3) or restore (Fig. 5 ) visual dominance depending on the relative reliability of sensory information available. Ernst and Banks (2002) discuss the possibility that relative levels of sensory uncertainty may become irrelevant in circumstances where the individual signals provide such discrepant information to make combination impossible (Ernst & Banks, 2002) . Our data show just such an effect. Fig. 3 indicates that the influence of the auditory signal upon the visual judgement dissipates once the audio-visual asynchrony becomes large, with the result that the perceived bounce position returns to baseline levels. In essence, observers are able to ignore any cue which is sufficiently discrepant to make it irrelevant to the judgement. This effect is also apparent in Fig. 3 (squares and triangles) , with the suggestion (for three out of four observers) that the temporal window of asynchrony within which an interaction occurs is itself dependent upon the relative uncertainty of the visual and auditory signals.
In the present study we chose physical audio-visual synchrony as our zero point on the audio onset asynchrony scale. However it could be argued that perceptual synchrony might be more appropriate given the propsed $50 ms differential neural latency between sound and vision suggested in neurophysiological studies (Meredith et al., 1987) . However, recent audiovisual temporal order studies have found that perceptual synchrony, or point of subjective simultaneity (PSS), is elicited when auditory stimuli have only a very small delay relative to visual stimuli. When the distance from the observer is negligible, the magnitude if this delay has been placed anywhere from 5 to 13 ms (Lewald & Guski, 2004; Spence, Baddeley, Zampini, James, & Shore, 2003; Sugita & Suzuki, 2003) , typically having a relatively large degree of variance associated with it. Indeed, evidence presented by Stone and colleagues (Stone et al., 2001) suggests each observer may posses their own individual PSS value varying from +20 (vision first) to À150 ms (audition first). Indeed, our own PSS estimates-extracted from the psychometric functions corresponding to the r A = 2.33 ms threshold estimates in Fig. 4 -show no systematic deviation from zero (DW: À1 ms, JH: +10 ms, MB: +7 ms and JD: À3 ms).
Several factors may have limited the overall magnitude of our effects. Firstly, the auditory stimuli used in our experiments were internalised along the interaural axis and thus contained no spatial information. The nervous system may allocate greater perceptual weight to auditory signals whose external spatial location coincides with that of the bounce location (as the resultant spatio-temporal overlap may carry greater ecological validity). Secondly, our observers were instructed to base their judgements solely on the perceived bounce position. Our aim was to investigate mandatory influences on perceived visual position. It is conceivable that had observers attempted to attend to both modalities, auditory signals may have assumed greater perceptual weight. Such a consideration may help to explain the difference in effect size between naïve (MB and JD in Fig. 3 ) and trained (DW and JH in Fig. 3 ) observers. This difference does not appear to be a consequence of significantly degraded visual localisation thresholds in the naïve observers (Fig. 2) . A more likely explanation is that our naïve observers display a greater tendency to bind the auditory and visual events into a unified percept since they were unaware of the possible temporal disparity which formed the basis of the present study.
A modular approach to perception has dominated the scientific literature for nearly two decades (Fodor, 1983) . The concept of a distinct set of units or modules, each fully devoted to a specific function with their own separate, dedicated neural hardware has provided an invaluable framework for investigating the visual system (Fodor, 1983; Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997; Nakayama, 2001; Zeki et al., 1991) . However, the limitations of this view of visual processing must be considered, since it is clear that an amalgamation of the outputs of such modules must take place in order to form the rich (and usually singular) perception of the external world which we experience (Burr, 1999; Lennie, 1998) . Within the domain of vision, many examples of interaction between ostensibly independent sources of information have been highlighted. This applies to the judgement of depth (Jacobs, 2002; Landy, Maloney, Johnston, & Young, 1995; Young, Landy, & Maloney, 1993) position (McGraw, Whitaker, Badcock, & Skillen, 2003; Landy & Kojima, 2001; Rivest & Cavanagh, 1996; Whitaker et al., 2002) and orientation (Dakin, Williams, & Hess, 1999; Morgan & Baldassi, 1997; Skillen, Whitaker, Popple, & McGraw, 2002) . Recent studies have extended evidence for this type of integrative behaviour into the multisensory arena (King & Calvert, 2001; Shimojo & Shams, 2001 ) and our present findings shed light on the factors which govern the extent of such effects.
The results are supportive of a perceptual framework where the degree of relative uncertainty in different sensory domains dictates whether the overall perceptual output is derived from one modality alone, or results from multisensory integration. Such an approach would clearly offer ecological benefits. Since real events are often associated with multiple sources of sensory information, each of which tend to be in spatio-temporal register, combination of these sources might serve to enhance the perceptual response to the event (Frassinetti, Bolognini, & Ladavas, 2002; Lovelace, Stein, & Wallace, 2003; Stein, Meredith, Huneycutt, & McDade, 1989) . However, in conditions where the various sources of information each provide conflicting estimates of a given stimulus feature, it is essential that any resultant motor commands are based on the most reliable sensory cue available (Jacobs, 2002) .
It has been stated that multisensory interactions obey a ''Modality Appropriateness'' hypothesis (Welch & Warren, 1980) , whereby visual dominance in spatial tasks is attributed to the superior localisation accuracy of the visual system relative to other modalities. Under such conditions the visual system could be viewed as a distinct processing module, with auditory signals exerting little or no influence on perceived visual position. However, recent studies suggest a greater level of flexibility in multisensory interaction (Battaglia et al., 2003; Ernst & Banks, 2002; Ernst, Banks, & Bulthoff, 2000; van Beers, Wolpert, & Haggard, 2002) . The present study confirms the need for caution when applying the ''Modality Appropriateness'' to more generalised multisensory interactions: when the nervous system deems visual information to be relatively reliable, it maintains the characteristics of a modular system in which visual information assumes perceptual dominance. On the other hand, when visual uncertainty is high, the output is based on information from alternative sources and auditory signals begin to assert their influence. Degrading auditory reliability restores the dominance of vision. Thus, unless a sensory signal can be discounted as being unconnected with an external event, multisensory perceptual output should be considered as being fundamentally integrative in nature. The mechanism proposed by the ''Modality Appropriateness'' hypothesis would appear to represent just one extreme on an integrative continuum, where the extent of any interaction is governed by the relative reliability (or uncertainty) of the sensory signals contributing to perception.
